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• Sewage tax via the city council.
• Purification tax via the water authority.
• Drinking water via the drinking water company.
• Water system tax via the water authority.
• Water usage for production via the price of our
    products to the companies.

Water Quality and Quantity (€)*

*Excluding water safety and
  shipping at 1.2 and 
  1.3 billion respectively

Water Availability
The availability of enough 
fresh water is very 
important for the 
Netherlands. Many sectors, 
like farming, shipping and 
industry, depend on fresh 
water for their production. 
These sectors represent 
over €193 billion and make 
up about 16% of our 
economy. Next to that 
fresh water is indispensable 
for the supply of drinking 
water and electricity. Of 
equal importance are 
Nature reserves, the 
environment in the cities 
and public health, which 
are all dependent on 
enough fresh water.

In the Netherlands we have, due to location and climate, relatively a lot of fresh water, 
but here too shortages during dry periods can arise. In case of water scarcity crucial 
functions get priority. There are di�erent kinds of threats for the availability of fresh 
water. Two important ones are salinization and dessication.

Too low water levels
in rivers
Salinization inlet points
because of too low
water levels
Salinization and no
water supply
Declining ground water
levels, no water supply
Declining ground water
levels, limited water
supply

Upcoming substances
The concentrations of many chemicals are decreasing. But society 
develops, we innovate and invent new substances. We find these in 
the water as well, also because of continuously improving analysis 
techniques. In this way we become conscious of micro-pollutions that 
are present in the water in very small concentrations. From the 
principle of precaution it is prevented as much as possible that these 
substances enter the environment.

Delta Plan Agrarian Water Management Medicines

Purification Green House Horticulture
As of the 1st of January 2018 purification of rest water in the green 
house horticulture is compulsory. Purification installations have to 
remove a minimum of 95% of the crop protection products from 
the disposal water. Green house horticultural businesses can make 
sure that they do not dispose of any waste water or else purify 
their waste water individually – potentially with a mobile purifier – 
or join a collective purification.

In the Netherlands the use of medicines is increasing. The waste products of these end 
up via urine and defecation in the sewage and after a partial purification in the water; in 
the Netherlands more than 140 tons per year! Both the water life and the drinking water 
companies su�er from this. The water and care sector work together to solve this 
problem. Patients obviously get the medicines they need. But, for example, left over 
medicines are not flushed. The water authorities also work on improving the purification.
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Climate Change
• Due to soil subsidence and sea level rising the Netherlands cope 

increasingly with salinized surface and ground water.
• Rivers become warmer. A higher temperature and long periods of 

drought with low drainage aggravate the problem. Consequences: 
less room for discharging cooling water and a shift in the species 
composition.  

The Delta Plan Agrarian Water Management (DAW) aims to contribute to the water tasks 
in agricultural areas and to the realization of economically strong and sustainable 
farming. In order to reach this goal the agricultural business intensively collaborates with 
the water authorities, for instance to attain an adequate amount of water of good 
quality, a good soil composition and to close cycles.
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Clean Drinking Water
Drinking water is a basic necessity and extremely important for public health. Making 
clean drinking water starts at the source; clean groundwater and surface water. Clean 
sources are also vital for the water life. Drinking companies, together with the 
government, industry and for example the agricultural sector therefore make sure they 
keep the sources for drinking water as clean as possible.

PURIFICATION

€ 0.0018 / liter

40% of our drinking
water is made from

surface water.

60% of our
drinking water is

made from
groundwater.

The Dutch drinking water
is known world wide for

its top quality.

We only lose 6% of the water
before it reaches the tap. 

In other European countries
this can be up to 25%.

No chlorine is used
in the production
of drinking water;

as a result the
water tastes good.

Drinking water
is monitored
more strictly

than provisions.

On average we use 118
liters of drinking water

per person per day.
In the Netherlands we
pay on average € 1.78

including taxes for 1,000
liters of drinking water.

Markerwadden
Dams, dikes, weirs, impolderment, water level management and navigation channel 
extension have made the Netherlands safe and prosperous. The downside of those 
hydraulic engineering interventions is that they have changed the natural water streams. 
This has greatly influenced the habitats of plants and animals. Many species have disappeared.
As a result of the construction of the Afsluitdijk and the Markermeerdijk the water 
quality of the Markermeer has deterioated. Because of the sludge on the bottom almost 
nothing lives there. The construction of the Markerwadden with sand and sludge creates 
new habitats for birds and fish and improves the water quality.

Sludge motor
For the construction 
of the islands a 
so-called sludge 
motor is used. By 
digging a gutter the 
current is utilized to 
supply sludge. This 
new method for 
building an island is 
unique in the world.

After illustration in De 
Ingenieur (21st of 
January 2013)

Large scale measures
The large scale measures in the Dutch water system (Deltawerken, Zuiderzeewerken) 
have had a big impact. Both on the morphology and the ecology. In the Oosterschelde 
and the Grevelingen ‘sand hunger’ is a well-known morphological problem; as less water 
is moving the sand plates slowly disappear in the gutters. And the Border lakes beside 
the Flevopolders used to be green soup because of the algae. In recent years more and 
more measures are taken to counteract these negative e�ects. With positive results! 
The Border lakes for example are clear and healthy again. 
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Water Framework Directive 

implemented 2010-2015 implemented 2016 planned for 2017-2021

Reduction load
sewage treatment

plants

Fish passages

Reduction
sewage overflow 

Establish manure
free and pesticides

spray-free zone

Active vegetation and
water quality control

Research

Construction
nature-friendly shorelines
(broadening, meandering)

61 pieces
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4,159 km

152 pieces

825 km

12,602 km*

1,738 pieces

38
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2,259

95
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Implemented during riverbasin management plans of 2009-2015 and 
planned in riverbasin management plans 2016-2021

* Total of this measure is 17,118 km, as more has been programmed than mentioned in the plans.

Much has already been achieved

Many of the measures contributing to a good water quality result from 
European guidelines; the Water Framework Directive (WFD), the Bird and 
Habitat Guideline, Drinking Water Guideline and Guideline Marine 
Strategy. This provides a solid basis. Besides this the policy is aimed at 
new chemical substances, like medicine residues in water. 

Next to the measures aimed at polluting substances, there are measures 
for improving the establishment of the water system. From 2009 to 2015 
– the first planning period of the WFD – water managers have invested 
around 2.2 billion euro’s in this: remeandering streams, fish ladders, 
Nature-friendly shorelines etc. For the current period (2016-2021) an 
investment of 1.4 billion has been planned for regional WFD-measures 
and it is investigated what more will be needed after that. 

The Netherlands Waterland. A country with clean and healthy water. This 
is what we are proud of and world wide famous for. But it is not 
something to take for granted. In a densely populated country like ours 
the quality of groundwater, rivers, canals and lakes is constantly under 
pressure. Manure, pesticides, medicine residues and new, still unknown 
chemical substances continuously ask for our attention. Our water 
treatment plants need to work hard to guarantee clean and safe water. 
Whether it is for recreation, Nature, drinking water, farming, industry or 
shipping: our water needs constant care.

The water quality can greatly improve when parties act wherever they can instead of 
waiting until others move. This was the conclusion of government and stakeholders 
preparing the Delta-approach water quality and fresh water. End of 2016 the concerned 
parties signed the ‘Intention Statement Delta-approach Water Quality’, in which 120 
actions are described to part with the passive attitude.
The parties in the water quality / fresh water regions bring together di�erent goals for 
water quality and quantity, act on climate change and take into account other interests 
of users.

Goals

Implementation and Planning

Example of a WFD result

Water Quality Policy

Seventies
Much of the
water looks
literally black
because of all
kinds of heavy
pollution.

20-Tens
Various kinds
of species return
after being
absent for
decades.

Nineties
Much of the
water changes
into ‘green soup’
because of too
much phosphate
and nitrogen.

In 2017 the water authority Aa and Maas finished the recovery of the stream valley of the 
Aa between Veghel and ‘s-Hertogenbosch. It used to be a straight canal which now 
serpentines through marshes, flowery fields and bushy areas alternated with old 
meanders and pools. In and next to the stream natural spontaneous processes take place, 
the streaming water causing sedimentation and erosion. This is important for the typical 
stream ecology: bindweed and chub, marshland birds, buttercup, great crested newt, 
Eurasian water shrew, beaver and kingfisher. The first chub has already been spotted again! 

Regional example: Fertile Lifecycle Achterhoek and Liemers
The ambition is to let this region be in the lead 
for lifecycle-farming and sustainable soil and 
water management. To achieve this parties 
inside and outside the agricultural sector have 
decided to collaborate. The result: the loss of 
nitrogen and surplus of phosphate in dairy cattle 
farms have already been reduced considerately.
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